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An estimate is made of the order of magnitude of the circular polarization and the anisotropy 
of the angular distribution of the cascade quanta emitted by a previously polarized compound 
nucleus. From a determination of the sign of the mean circular polarization for the cascade 
it is possible to establish the spin of the original state of the compound nucleus, and a study 
of the spectral distribution of the polarization and the anisotropy of the angular distribution 
of the quanta can provide information about the way in which the level density of the compound 
nucleus depends on the spin. 

INTRODUCTION 

UPON capturing a neutron, the nucleus emits a 
number of quanta in the process of transition to 
the ground state. Spectra of the capture y quanta 
have recently been studied intensively by Groshev's 
group1 and the following relationships have been 
established: (1) In the region of atomic number A 
< 100, and in the neighborhood of the magic-number 
nuclei, the capture y spectra possess a line struc
ture, each isotope having individual peculiarities 
in the distribution of the lines over the energy in
terval; (2) In the region 100 < A< 200, i.e., suffi
ciently far away from the magic numbers, the spec
trum of the n -capture quanta appears to be con
tinuous (or unresolved) with superimposed indi
vidual intense lines whose contribution, however, 
is small compared with that of the continuum. 

In the case of the discrete spectra, the problem 
of studying the nuclear level structure reduces to 
an investigation of the characteristic lines of the 
spectrum of each isotope. 

Experience has shown that the continuous spec
trum of a heavy nucleus, 100 < A < 200, has a 
number of properties that are typical of the entire 
interval of A: 

1. The distribution of quanta, tiwv (tiw ), where 
v (tiw) is the number of quanta with energy tiw, 
is bell-shaped with parameters varying little from 
one isotope to its neighbor. The maximum of the 
distribution occurs in the interval tiw ""' 1.5 to 2.5 
Mev. 1 

2. On the average, N ~ 4 ± 1 quanta with ener
gies tiw::::: 0.3 Mev and approximately one quantum 
with an energy tiw < 0.3 are emitted in a cascade.1 

3. The mean radiation width for n capture in 
this region of A varies little over the entire inter
val from A= 100 to 200.2 

From the general properties of the n -capture 
process enumerated above, it can be assumed that 
within the given range of A the spectra of n -cap
ture quanta can be described by the simple statis
tical model used in a number of papers2- 4 to cal
culate the mean radiation widths of neutron reso
nances. In this model the spectrum v ( tiw) is de
termined by the density of nuclear levels p (E) and 
on the dependence W L ( tiw ) of the emission proba
bility for a quantum of multipolarity L upon the 
energy of the quantum. It is usually assumed that 
all the quanta have the same multi polarity. 

The shape of the spectrum v (tiw) of the n
capture quanta for the statistical model was first 
studied by Nosov and Strutinskil, and the results 
of their calculations are recorded in a review 
paper by Groshev .1 In that paper the form 

W L (1iw) = const. (1i(t))2L+I 

is used for the emission probability of a quantum 
with momentum L and energy tiw, and the nu
clear level density p ( E ) is found in the usual 
way from the entropy S and the temperature T 
corresponding to the given excitation energy E 
of the nucleus: 

p (s) = es <Tljt:..s; T = dsjdS, 

while for the nuclear specific heat C ( T) = dE/dT 
a power-law dependence C ( T) = aTA. is assumed. 

It has been shown that the observed shape of 
the spectrum v (tiw) can be explained within the 
framework of the statistical theory of cascades, 
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and according to Groshevt the best agreement with 
experiment is attained when L = 1 and A = 1. In 
particular, for the probability of emission of N 
quanta in cascadet we have 

W (N) = V(L+ 1);2rrN exp[- (L +I) (N- N)2j2lh 

Comparison of the calculated spectrum with the 
experimentally observed spectrum v (tiw) permits 
the parameters a and A of the nuclear level den
sity p (E) to be determined. However, v (tiw) 
contains no information on the density PI (E) of 
nuclear levels with a particular spin I. Informa
tion about PI ( E ) can be obtained from data on the 
angular characteristics of the cascade quanta 
emitted from a previously polarized compound 
nucleus, such as: (1) the circular polarization 
e (tiw, (}) of the cascade y quanta; (2) the angu
lar distribution F (tiw, (}) of the cascade y quanta 
with respect to the spin orientation direction of the 
compound nucleus in its initial state, 10; (3) the 
residual spin polarization of the compound nucleus 
in one of the final states taken up by the nucleus 
after the emission of a cascade of y quanta; 
(4) the angular correlation W t2 ( Ot2) of any pair 
of quanta emitted successively in a cascade se
quence. 

It should be mentioned here that a beam of po
larized neutrons and an unpolarized target are 
sufficient for a study of the circular polarization 
er0 (tiw, (}) of cascade quanta and the residual spin 
polarization of the compound nucleus, whereas the 
investigation of the angular distribution Fr0 (tiw, (}) 
of the quanta requires a polarized target. 

For the study of the angular correlation between 
cascade quanta, neither a polarized beam nor a po
larized target are required. However, as a result 
of the averaging of the anisotropy over all the cas
cade quanta, the angular correlation turns out to 
be beyond the limits of experiment. To illustrate 
the relationships of the quantities er0 ( (}), Fr0 ( (}), 

and W t2 ( Ot2), let us consider the simple case of 
a four-quantum cascade I0 - It- I2 - ! 3 - I4 with 
the fixed values Io = 4 and I4 = 1. The spins It, 
I2, and I3 take on all possible values with equal 
probability. We shall assume that all the quanta 
of the cascade are dipole quanta ( L = 1 ) . In this 
case there are four distinct cascade chains, 16 
quanta are emitted, and a correlation is possible 
between 24 pairs of quanta. A simple calculation 
leads to the following values for the quantities 
ero ( (})' Fro ( (})' and w t2 ( (}12): 

e1, (9) = 1.34 C1 (10) cos 9J(I + 0.27~2 {I0) P2 (cos 9)), 

F1, (9) = I + 0.27 Cd/0) P 2 (cos 9), 

W12(9IZ) = l-0.025P2 (cos9d. 

"" lot-to Here tK ( I0 ) = LJ ft-t 0Crot-toKo• where ft-to is the 
J.to 

distribution of the compound nucleus in its initial 
state according to magnetic quantum number 

a a 
( ~ ft-to = 1 ) , and Cbf3cy is a Clebsch -Gordan 

J.to 

series coefficient. 
If the polarization 10 of the nuclear spin is 

accomplished by the capture of a polarized neutron 
by an unpolarized target nucleus with a spin of 
J = %. then t 2 (!0 ) = 0, and t"t (!0 ) = 3.f5 7Jn/32 
( 1Jn being the degree of polarization of the neutron). 
In this case e ( (}) = 0.451Jn cos (}. Thus in this ex
ample e10( (}) is approximately twenty times larger 
than the anisotropy Wt2(0t2); when the average is 
taken over a large number of different chains, the 
ratio will increase even more. 

The quantities er0 (tiw, (}) and Fr0 (tiw, (}) 
will henceforth be considered only for odd target 
nuclei, so that the compound nucleus will be even
even. The results of the calculation given below 
depend in a fundamental way on the cascade scheme 
which is assumed, and numerical values for er0 ( (}) 

and Fr0 ( (} ) can be obtained only for specific mod
els of the distribution PI (E). Consequently the 
calculation is of the nature of a guess at the scale 
of the quantities er0 and Fr0 from a model. 

In what follows we shall make use of the follow
ing y -cascade scheme for an even -even compound 
nucleus (Fig. 1). Upon resonance capture of a neu
tron by the target nucleus, the compound nucleus 
(by the emission of N quanta) drops into one of 
the levels in an interval of width b. lying just above 
the energy gap of the nuclear spectrum (the gap
width being 2b. ). 

The subsequent transition from this interval to 
one of the states close to the ground state occurs 
by the emission of a characteristic quantum which 
appears as an individual intense line in the spec
trum v (tiw). 

In the interval b. above the gap of 2b., the d!;3n
sity of nuclear levels is relatively low, and the y 
transitions between levels in this interval depend 
on the structural peculiarities of the given nucleus. 
In this case there may be a violation of the basic 
assumption of a statistical model for the cascade, 
which has been assumed to be valid for all the y 
transitions, in the neighborhood of the spectral 
region indicated above. In order to exclude these 
transitions, it is necessary to limit the continuous 
spectrum to the portion tiw > ~ and to ignore the 
characteristic lines of the spectrum. 

For the cascade scheme chosen above, the final 
state of the nucleus after the emission of N quanta 
is not the ground state, but one of the states in the 
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FIG. 1. The cascade scheme 
used in the estimation of the cir-

r----..~----1 Ez it cular polarization and angular 
distribution of quanta from (ny) 
capture. 1 is the characteristic 
quantum in the y spectrum of the 
n-capture; 2 represents the col
lective excitation of the nucleus. 

interval D. above the gap. Similarly, the nuclear 
spin IN after the cascade emission may take on 
any value which is permitted in that interval. 

At the present time there is no evidence avail
able about the energy dependence PI (E), either 
for the interval D. above the gap or for the re
maining portion of the nuclear spectrum. There
fore a calculation of the magnitudes of er0 (liw, e) 
and Fr0 (liw, e) can be made only for specific 
models of the distribution PI (E). We shall assume 
hereafter that the level density for a nucleus with a 
given spin I can be approximated in the factorable 
form PI ( E) l::::: p (I, a) p ( E), where p (I, a) does 
not depend on the nuclear excitation energy. 

Numerical estimates have been made for two 
model distributions: 

a) In the free nucleon Fermi-gas model, accord
ing to Bethe5 we have for PI (E) 

pi(e:) =canst· p (e:) (2I + 1) exp [-I (I+ l)for,2]. 

Here a 2 = 2J0T/li2; J 0 = %MAR5 is the moment of 
inertia of the nucleus considered as a solid body; 
and T is the nuclear temperature in Mev corre
sponding to the nuclear excitation energy E. In 
this model our assumption leads to a value of a 2 

which depends weakly on E, instead of being a 
constant. If the temperature of the initial nuclear 
state is T = 0.5 and A = 150, we obtain the value 
a = 10, and so the numerical calculation below has 
been made for the interval a = 4 to 10. 

b) As a second example, consider PI (E) in the 
form 

pJ(e:) =const·p(s)(2I + l)exp{-I(I + l)for.2}, 

in the interval E > 3D.; 

{ 
const for IN< IN max 

PI (s) = 
0 for IN > fv max 

in the interval 3D. > E > 2D.. Let us assume in ad
dition that the probability of a radiative transition 
between two levels Ii- Ii+t• averaged over the 
group of nuclear levels with moments Ii and Ii+t• 
may be expressed in the form 

W LI;f i+l (Tiw) = W L (s,, E;+l• nw) ~L (I; Ii+l), 

where the factor ~L (Iiii+d does .not depend on 
the excitation energy of the nucleus. In calcula
tions of the radiation widths of neutron resonances 
(references 2 - 4 and 1) it is assumed that 9RL 
= 1 and WL = const • (liw )2L+t. As in reference 1, 
we consider a pure L -cascade, and numerical es
timates of er0 (e) and Fr0 (e) have been made 
below only for L = 1 ( M1 and E1 cascades ) with 
spectra PI (E) of types a and b. 

1. RELATIVE PROBABILITY OF AN N-QUANTUM 
CHAIN 

Suppose that, as a result of neutron capture by a 
target nucleus with spin J, a compound nucleus has 
been formed in a state with momentum I0 and en
ergy E0• The spin 10 is so oriented in space that 
the probability of its projection JJ.o on some direc
tion singled out by the experimental conditions is 
equal to fJJ.0; ~ fJJ.o = 1. 

JJ.o 
During the emission of N quanta the nucleus 

passes successively through N -1 intermediate 
states with energies Ei and spins Ii and JJ.i ( i = 1, 
... , N -1 ), and appears in one of the states EN, 
IN, JJ.N in the interval D. of the nuclear spectrum 
above the gap. Let us find the relative probability 
of emission of a chain of N quanta, in which the 
nucleus passes through a definite sequence of 
states I0 - I1 - ••• Ii- ... IN. Let us also fix 
the wave vector ki and polarization ei of each 
quantum. For brevity we shall denote the chain 
of nuclear states by I0 - c- IN. 

For the probability of the nuclear transition 

L, k; • e; 
s,_l, I,-h !ki-l ---+ s,, I,, r' 

with the emission of a quantum liwi in the direc
tion ni = ki /ki we have: 
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W,:t-1,:tL (1iw;n;e;) = Wu. 1 1.(1iw;)S11 . 111-.(n;e;), 
ri-Iri l- l l- l 

sl'-;-1 (n,e,) = 0.5
1 
c~!1~i o 1 -z 1 ~ c~~-;:fi.f: (e, v tk, (n,)) 12. 

I M; 

~ ~ dQ;S~'-t-I~'-t (n;e;) = 1. 
P..i ei 

Let us now proceed to the relative probability 
of the y transition 

•p,_11;; ~'-t-1 1'-1(1iw,, n,, e,) = "(1;_1 111. (1iw,) Sl'-i-1 ~'-t (n,, e;), 

where 

W u,_1 11 (1iw,) 
"(11_ 1111. (1iw;) = _____ _____:;__ ____ _ 

Ef-1 

~ ~ W u,_1 I; (1iw;) Pit (e:;) d1iw,; 
I; o 

and for the relative probability of the emission of 
N quanta we find, in the cascade ( 10, J.Lo, k1, e 1 ) 

- ... (If, J.Lj.., kf, ei) ... -(IN, J.LN, kN, eN): 
N N 

PN =(II II;-11;1. (1iwt)) (IT sl'-i-1~'-i (n;, e;) ). 
l=l l=l 

Experimentally, the detector determines the 
quantum energy liw, the direction of travel of the 
quantum n with respect to the direction of the nu
clear spin polarization 10, and the circular polari
zation e of the quantum, but not the position of 
the quantum emission in the sequence, or the form 
of the cascade chain. 

We shall therefore find the relative probability 
of emission of a quantum with energy liw and n 
and e at any position in the cascade chain I0 - c 
-IN 

N 

PJ,c!N (1iw; n, e)= ~ { ~ · · · ~ o (1iw -1iwi) 
•=1 N 

N N 

x .IT d(1iw,) I1,_1I;L (1iw,) Pli (s') o )EoN-~ 1iw,)} 
z=l t=l 

N 

x { ~ t~~-. ~ a •• i ~ · · · ~ o (n- ni) II JQ, S~'-i-1~'-t (n,, e,)}. 
IJ.o e; 1'-i N l=1 

where EoN= Eo- EN is the energy of the nuclear 
transition. Taking Pii ( Ei} = p (If, a) p ( Ei} and 
WLI1_1Ii =WLlmL(Ii-1> If), we obtain for 

PiociN (liw; n, e) 
N 

Pl,clp (1iw; n, e)= ~wiN (1iw) Gil,ciN (ne).RI,ciN; 
/=1 

N 

WJN(1iw) = ~· · ·~o(1iw-1iwi)o(EoN- .~1iw;) 
N l=1 

N 

X IT d(liw;)p (e,)ji.(liw;, e,_h e:1), 

1 ~. (1iw,.::,~1, e:,)= w ~.(1iw,, e,_1,e,)/"'r1W~.(1iw,, e,_1,e,)p c e,)d(liw,); 

N o 

R1,c1N = II (m~. Ut-I> I,) p (ft. ex.) j L lmdlt-1. It) P (ft. ex.)); 
•=1 I; 

N 

Gil,ciN (ne) =~til-. ~ a •• j ~ ... ~ 0 (D-DJ) IT dQ,SI'-i-1~'-i (n,e,). 
p..., lll ei N i=l 

Here WjN (liw) is the probability of emission of 
quanta with energies liw in the j -th position of 
an N -quantum chain, and GjiociN (ne) is propor
tional to the emission probability of quanta in the 
direction n with polarization e after j - 1 quanta 
have already been emitted. These quantities have 
been considered in other specific applications by 
Dolginov.6 

Considering the relationship 

I c/i-11'-i-1[2- " 2x + 1 v (· L/ I. LI ) c/i-11'-i-1 CLMj I 'i~'-iLMiJ-L;2L+1 1< i-1i• i-1 /i-1~'-i-1"0 LMj'><O• 

" 
we find for GjlociN ( ne) 

. . i-1 

Gil,clt,; = (s1tr1 ~ Px (8) [2x + l] ct:xo~x Uo> (IT v, (x)) Vi(x), 
X l=l 

where PK ( 8) is the K -th Legendre polynomial 
and e is the angle between the vector n and the 
direction of polarization 10, 

v, (x) = v (Llt-rlr~; Ut-I); vi (x) = v (xLI/-1/i; L/i-1), 

V (abed; gf) = VC2g + 1) (2{ + 1) W (atcd; gf), 

where W (abed; gf) is the Racah function (see 
references 7 and 8). 

For PI0ciN (liw; n, e), using the expression 
already obtained for GjiociN' we have 

PJ,c/N (1iw; n, e)= (81tr1 ~ Px (8) [2x + l] ct~xo Cx UoJ 
" N j-1 

X [ RI,c!N ~WiN (IT V, (x)) Vi (x)l 
/=1 i=1 ~ 

In order to obtain the probability of emission 
of a quantum (liw; n, e) in a cascade, we sum 
PiociN over all the types of chains I0 - c- IN 
and over all attainable values of IN: 

P!,(1iw; n, e)= (81t)-1 ~p" (8) [2x + 1] ct:XoCx Uo) {x}, 

" 
co N i-1 

{x}= ~ ~~ ~wJN(1iw)RJ,c/N[(ll ui(x))V1(x)L; 
N=1 IN /=1 c l=1 N 

Hereafter we shall denote by { K }' the value 
of {K} for odd K, and {K}" for even K; the 

sum L)' is taken over odd K and L)" over even 
K K 

K. By definition, the polarization of a quantum is 
equal to 

e1, (1iw; 8) = [P1, (n, 1iw, e = + I) 
- P 1, (n, 1iw; e =- l)Ji[P1, (n, 1iw; e = +I) 

+ P1, (n, 1iw, e =- 1)], 

and the unnormalized angular distribution is 

F1, (1iw, 8) <:-.:> ~ J-'1, (n, 1iw; e). 
<=±1 
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Noting that Ui (0) = 1, Uj (O) = 1, ~ RI0ciN = 1, 
co N CIN 

and { 0} = ~ ~ WjN (nw ), we obtain for 

e10 (nw, O) ~d ~fo (nw, 0): 

~' Px (6) [2x + l] C±ixo c" Uo) {x}' 
><=1 

:Z" Px (6)[2x+ l] C£ixo C><(/0){x}"; 
X=O 

X=2 
F1, (liw, 6) = ---=-----,oo=--"'N"..---------

~ ~ WiN(1iw). 
N=1 /=1 

Computations have shown that, as a result of 
the summation over all the cascade chains with all 
attainable values of Ii, the values of { K} are 
found to become smaller as the value of K grows 
larger. In particular, if {o} = 1, then {1} ~ 0.1, 
and { 2} ~ 0. 01. Therefore in the sums e10 ( nw, 0 ) 
and F10 (nw, 0) it is sufficient to limit oneself to 
the first values, K = 0, 1, and 2: 

For the case of a dipole cascade L = 1 (an E1 or 
M1 cascade) this formula is exact. 

2. THE AVERAGES eio(9) AND Fio(9) TAKEN 
OVER THE CASCADE 

The spectral distributions e10 (nw, 0) ana 
F10 (nw, 0) depend on the value of WjN (nw). 
This quantity depends on p ( E:), and even for a 
relatively simple form of p ( E:) the calculation 

N 
of WjN and ~ WjN entails great difficulties. 

]=1 -
We shall therefore consider the averages e10 ( 0) 
and FI ( 0 ), taken over the spectrum, which are 
simple~ for purposes of numerical estimation. In
tegrating PiociN (nw, ne) with respect to the quan
tum energy nW between the limits nWmin = ~ and 
tiwmax = Eo - 2~, we obtain 

P1,c1N (ne) ~ (8rrt1 ~ Px (6)[2x + l] C£;..0 Cx (10 ). 

" oo N j-1 

X ~ w N ~ R!,c!N [~ (II vi (x)) v, (x)LN· 
N=1 cl N J=1 l=1 

Here we have taken 

.,TAw iN (1iw) d(1iw)~ W N• 

A 

since for chains with N ::5 5 the probability of 
emitting a single soft quantum is relatively small, 
and the contribution of chains with N > 5 is neg
ligible.1 

Taking into account the fact that, for K = 0, 
N i-1 

~(II vi <x>) v, <x> = f.r 
/=1 i=l 

and introducing 

or 

QN(x) = ~~mNI,ciNRI,clw 
IN c 

N i-1 

mNI,ciN = N-1 .~(II Vi (x)) VJ(x), 
i=1 l=l 

ei,(6)~cos6AC1(lo). F/,(6)~ 1 +P2(6)BC2(Io)· 

The value of WN has been estimated in a study 
by Nosov and Strutinskil. In particular, for L = 1, 
according to Groshev et al. 1, WN = const 
x exp {- 2 (N- N)2/N}. If we make use of the ex
perimental value N l':::l3.5, we obtain the following 
values for WN: 

N= 2 3 4 5 6 

WN/const= 0.05 0.28 0.87 0.87 0.28 0.027 

Although Strutinski1 and Nosov obtained WN with 
a particular model for the level density p ( E:), it 
is evident that the distribution of WN cannot be 
seriously altered by the use of other models for 
p ( E:) which approximate the observed spectrum 
of nuclear levels. From the values of WN given 
above, it can be seen that essentially it is only 
necessary to take into account chains having N = 2, 
3, 4, and 5 quanta. 

In order to get some idea of the order of mag
nitude of e10 (0) and FI0 (0), and of~e sensitiv
ity of e10 ( 0) and FI0 ( 0) to changes m the pa
rameter a in the spectrum p (I, a), a calcula
tion was made of the mean values e10 and FI0 
for a dipolar cascade of quanta ejected from a nu
cleus with initial spin I0 = 4 and I0 = 3. The cal
culations were made for the two models of the dis
tribution p (I, a) discussed above - the spectra 
of types a and b. The results are shown in 
Tables I and II, where the values of the coefficients 
A and B for the quantum polarization and the an
gular distribution are given. Of particular interest 
is the estimate of the mean polarization of the 
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TABLE I. The coefficients A and B for ! 0 = 4, for spectra 
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of types a and b 

IX 6 I 10 00 I PJ=const• 

A a 0.49 0.23 I 0.13 I 0.09 0 0.:!1.~ 

Ab 0.38 0.23 I 0.15 

I 
0.12 0.05 0.215 

Ba 0.046 - j 0.014 - 0 0.033 

*In this column, for comparison, are given the values of the A and B coeffi
cients for the case where the nuclear leveJ spectrum does not depend on 
I: p1(E) = p(E). 

quanta in a cascade following the capture of a po
larized neutron by an unpolarized target nucleus 
with spin J (we denote the degree of polarization 

TABLE n. The A coefficients 
for ! 0 = 3, for spectra of 

types a and b 

A a 0.40 0.17 0.115 0.075 0 

Ab 0,37 0.195 0.15 0.12 0.07 

of the neutron by 7Jn). In this case to ( ! 0 ) = 1; 
t2 Oo) = 0, and for t 1 (!0 ) we have 

~1 Uo) = 'YJn i2(~·J-:1I) V(2J+ 3)j(2J+ 1) for/0 = J + 1/ 2; 

~ (/ ) (2! 0 + 1) , / 
"1 o = -'Yjn 6 (2J +l) v (2J-I)j(2J+ I) for / 0 = J - 1h. 

For the limiting quantum polarization with the 
given values of the parameter a we find ( e = oo) 

~I, (oc) ::= e1, (6 = 0°) j'YjN 

00 "" 

= 3C}i10 (~d/o) /'Yjn) ~ NW NQN (1)/ ~ NWN. 
N=l N=l 

The results of the calculations for ~Io ( a) are 
shown in Fig. 2 for J = ~2 • 

The estimates which have been made of angular 
distribution and circular polarization sho'_IV that 
these values lie within experimentally attainable 
limits. An investigation of er0 ( e, fiw) and 
Fr0 ( e, fiw) could give information about the rela
tionship PI ( €). It is important to note that the 
sign of the mean polarization ero makes it possible 
to establish the spin of the initial state of the com
pound nucleus ! 0• 

In conclusion, I offer my sincerest thanks to 
L. V. Groshev, V. V. Sklyarevskii, B. A. Obinya
kov, and B. T. Gellikman for their interest in the 
work, and to V. G. Nosov and V. M. Strutinski1 for 
the opportunity to become acquainted with the re
sults of their preliminary calculations. 

E.r raJ 
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b 

FIG. 2. Dependence of the limiting spectral-mean polari
zation qf the cascade quanta on the parameter a., for nuclear 
spectra p(I, a.) of the types a and b, for the case of capture 
of polarized neutrons by an unpolarized nucleus with spin 
J = 7/2. The upper curves correspond to an initial spin of 
I0 = J + 1(2 = 4 for the compound nucleus; the lower curves to 
I0 = J -1(2 = 3. 
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